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 Updated features 

2.1. API modifications 

2.1.1. Get person 

The flag « eBox activated » is added in the response. 

2.1.2. Person first name 

If a person has « 000000 » as first name, the API doesn’t return this information. 

2.1.3. Electronic contact data source 

It is now possible to delete the email and the gsm number thanks to two new methods (« 
bulkPersonsContactDataDeleteEmail » and « bulkPersonsContactDataDeleteGsm »). 
 
A delete is only possible when the source in the database is the same as the source making the delete 
request. The reservation tool can delete the gsm number or the email even if this information comes from 
another source. Indeed, this request comes directly from the person concerned. 

2.1.4. Search notifications 

New method for the reservation tool to get all notifications that have been created from a certain timestamp 
to another one. This method will help the synchronization between the reservation tool database and 
vaccination database. 

2.2. Business rules modifications 

2.2.1. House number 

If the house number has leading zeros, we delete these and return only the real number. 

2.2.2. Electronic contact data source 

The vaccination database stores now the source of each electronic contact data (gsm number and email). 
As explained in the previous point, we have added two methods to delete the gsm number or the email. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://portal-acpt.api.ehealth.fgov.be/
https://portal.api.ehealth.fgov.be/
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2.2.3. List schedulable vaccinations 

When this method is called, if we have less than 5000 schedulable vaccinations, this method calls 
automatically « activateByOldest » to activate 1000 people. Thanks to that, there are always people to 
invite. 

2.3. Swagger improvements 

2.3.1. Possible status code 204 

We have added in the swagger that the API can return a status code 204 for requests returning no content. 

2.3.2. Consult business events 

A better description of the two possible ways to use this method is available. The swagger describes what 
returns the method when we use a doctor’s nihii or a patient’s ssin. 


